New Colony Cemetery
(Kimball Hill)

Armed with a simple, one-sentence direction from historian Gary Hamel, I set out in search
of a small cemetery hidden in the woods in the valley between Spruce Ridge and the twin peaks
of Cataloochee Mountain. Though early homesteads once dotted this area, it has now returned to
virtually thousands of acres of untamed wilderness—much to the delight of snow travelers,
loggers, woodswalkers, and squirrels.
I spoke with two people beforehand who had seen the cemetery thus I had a pretty good idea
of the direction of travel, and that it indeed could be found. As I came up through the Groton
backwoods on the rugged Class VI road meant for logging equipment, I first needed to identify
the Groton and Orange boundary line on Old Colony Road, something I had not been able to do
on earlier hikes. Scott Sanborn of Orange and Miles Sinclair of Groton were scheduled to do a
formal perambulation during October but had not yet taken to the task.
After climbing the old road which scenically sidled up to the robust Atwell Brook I entered
an active logging operation. There were distinct tree blazes to each side of me and I was in hopes
that it indicated the town line. Walking further I soon met a handsome, young man who was at
the tail end of loading a logging truck and getting ready to secure the giant lobster claw. His
demeanor told me that he was very much countrified. Using hand signals over the sounds of the
bellowing beast, I indicated I wanted to chat. With the logs and claw secured for its rough and
ready journey down the mountain, the fellow crawled down from the top of the truck, turned the
motor off and approached me.
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“Am I in Orange?” I asked.
He eyed me guardedly. “Who wants to know?”
After I explained my mission of locating and photographing a small burial ground in the
area, he immediately warmed up to me. He extended his hand. “Hello, I’m Charlie Coursey.
Born and raised in Groton and have been logging in these woods my whole life. I can tell you
right where the cemetery is. It’s about a mile in.”
I quickly realized that Charlie Coursey would be a good person to know. As we engaged in
conversation, I could tell he was well acquainted with just about every square foot of land in this
vast wilderness area. He had the youthful memory of a steel trap and didn’t mind at all taking the
time to share numerous tidbits and stories which he told in both a meticulous and colorful
manner. After our extended talk, I walked off feeling like I had just acquired a good friend and
resource.
So why his initial guardedness? He told me that not everyone in town was happy with the
“upgrading” they needed to do to the lengthy Class VI road that would allow for the passage of
logging machines and logging trucks. The crux of the matter is that Groton is the access for the
logging that is being done wholly in Orange and nearby Alexandria (a contiguous plot of land
owned by the same person). This means Orange and Alexandria get the timber taxes and Groton
gets the noise, steady logging truck traffic, and road alterations.
Leaving the logging site, I continued steadily uphill on the road. The official height of land
is at the trail to Cilley’s Cave, but Charlie told me that my turn into the woods would be at an
earlier level stretch about half a mile
up. It was a fine autumn day—crisp,
cool, and bug-free—and my happy
dog took full advantage of her newly
discovered territory. The woods were
beginning to show their bareness as
the ground again welcomed another
dense layer of spent leaves. I bent
and dug down a bit through the years
of accumulated forest duff and
brought up a handful to breathe in—
how delightful the sweet scent of our good earth!
We came to the leveling-out of land at the junction of a snowmobile crossing—not the first I
saw so I was glad to have met Charlie. A small sign on the right simply said “Kimball Hill”
which gave me optimism because Gary Hamel had identified the cemetery as being on the
antiquated “Kimball Hill Road”. That said, I have seen three different roadways in the area
referenced as Kimball Hill Road including the Old Hood Road to the west (the extension of Tug
Mountain Road). The road toward the cemetery was lovely—a gentle path through the woods
covered with a profusion of freshly fallen leaves. As I walked, I meandered in and out of the
woods for any indication of the “two small stones surrounded by a wooden rail”.
Finally, there they were: the burial of a woman and her five year old child concealed
peacefully in the stillness of these immense backwoods. I was very pleased to see the good
condition of the monuments given they were over 150 years old. I was further pleased to see
someone had built a nice gate around the small burial ground. The stones read:
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Lucy F. Wells, wife of William S. Wells
died January 8, 1864, age 48 years and 3 months
Seranser E. Wells, daughter of William S. Wells and Lucy F. Wells
died January 17, 1862, age five years and 9 months
The inscriptions on cemetery monuments can tell many stories, though without research, the
details can only be left to the imagination. History can certainly be had, but the breadth of
research on families and events in specific areas can be inexhaustible and incredibly timeconsuming. Perhaps the Orange Historical Commission has more information on the twosome
buried in this cemetery. Our road agent and perambulator, Scott Sanborn, has a single reference
to a Williams Wells in an 1849 petition for a road from his house northeasterly to the Groton
town line. He also has a layout for a straight road about a quarter mile in length running westnorthwesterly from the main road I started on. (Incidentally, this “main road” at various times
has been referenced as New Colony Road, Old Colony Road, Kimball Hill Road, and Groton
Road.) Scott has records that the
road petitioned by Wells was a
“double layout,” first in 1848,
discontinued at some point, and
re-laid out in 1850 with an
increased right of way from two
and half rods to three rods. He
does not believe it ever extended
to Old Hood Road (the road
between Province Road in
Dorchester and Tug Mountain in
Orange).
Thinking of the two stones,
only my imagination could tell a
story. I thought that maybe
William Wells died far from
home in the Civil War and was
not returned for burial. After
losing her small daughter,
possibly to a pestilence, Lucy
died but two years later, alone
and heartbroken. But that is
only my imagination. Only the
forest itself could tell the obscure
and perhaps complex stories of
the lives that once dwelt there,
and on this the forest is silent.
Sandi Pierson
October 17, 2017

The picturesque road to the cemetery; shall we call it Wells Road?
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